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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about single row functions? (Choose two.) 

A. MOD : returns the quotient of a division operation 

B. FLOOR : returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to a specified number 

C. TRUNC : can be used to combine any number of values 

D. CONCAT : can be used to combine any number of values 

E. CEIL : can be used for positive and negative numbers 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/18/sqlrf/Single-RowFunctions.html#GUID-
B93F789D-B486-49FF-B0CD-0C6181C5D85C 

 

QUESTION 2

In which three situations does a new transaction always start? (Choose three.) 

A. when issuing a SELECT FOR UPDATE statement after a CREATE TABLE AS SELECT statement was issued in the
same session 

B. when issuing a TRUNCATE statement after a SELECT statement was issued in the same session 

C. when issuing a CREATE TABLE statement after a SELECT statement was issued in the same session 

D. when issuing the first Data Manipulation Language (DML) statement after a COMMIT OR ROLLBACK statement was
issued in the same session 

E. when issuing a CREATE INDEX statement after a CREATE TABLE statement completed successfully in the same
session 

F. when issuing a DML statement after a DML statement failed in the same session 

Correct Answer: ADE 

A transaction begins when the first executable SQL statement is encountered. An executable SQL statement is a SQL
statement that generates calls to a database instance, including DML and DDL statements and the SET
TRANSACTION statement. A transaction ends when any of the following actions occurs: A user issues a COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statement without a SAVEPOINT clause. Answer D A user runs a DDL command such as CREATE,
DROP, RENAME, or ALTER. The database issues an implicit COMMIT statement before and after every DDL
statement. If the current transaction contains DML statements, then Oracle Database first commits the transaction and
then runs and commits the DDL statement as a new, single-statement transaction. 

o SELECT do not have a transaction start/end. Check by command: SELECT XID AS "txn id", XIDUSN AS "undo seg",
XIDSLOT AS "slot", XIDSQN AS "seq", STATUS AS "txn status" FROM V$TRANSACTION; 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-
database/19/cncpt/transactions.html#GUID-7690181F8293-47B9-ADC1-905BD9C3AF57 
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QUESTION 3

The INVOICE table has a QTY_SOLD column of data type NUMBER and an INVOICE_DATE column of data type
DATE. 

NLS_DATE_FORMAT is set to DD-MON-RR. 

Which two are true about data type conversions involving these columns in query expressions? (Choose two.) 

A. CONCAT (qty_sold, invoice_date) : requires explicit conversion 

B. invoice_date = \\'15-march-2019\\' : uses implicit conversion 

C. invoie_date > \\'01-02-2019\\' : uses implicit conversion 

D. qty_sold BETWEEN `101\\' AND \\'110\\' : uses implicit conversion 

E. qty_sold = `0554982\\' uses implicit conversion 

Correct Answer: DE 

A is false cause CONCAT doesn\\'t require explicit conversion. 

B is false cause it gives to me error ORA-00933 is not the correct format (should be 15-MAR-2019) 

C is false cause the month is not valid 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true about time zones, date data types, and timestamp data types in an Oracle database?
(Choose three.) 

A. The CURRENT_TIMESTAMP function returns data without time zone information 

B. A TIMESTAMP WITH LOCAL TIMEZONE data type column is stored in the database using the time zone of the
session that inserted the row 

C. A TIMESTAMP data type column contains information about year, month, and day 

D. The DBTIMEZONE function can return an offset from Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) 

E. The SESSIONTIMEZONE function can return an offset from Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) 

Correct Answer: CDE 

"TIMESTAMP WITH LOCAL TIME ZONE is another variant of TIMESTAMP that is sensitive to time zone information. It
differs from TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE in that data stored in the database is normalized to the database time
zone, and the time zone information is not stored as part of the column data. When a user retrieves the data, Oracle
returns it in the user\\'s local session time zone." 

So, the data is stored with the DB Timezone, even if it\\'s retrieved with the session timezone. A is clearly wrong by
example, so the rest are true. With D and E we can also have an easy sample, while for C, which is apparently the most
ambiguous, I agree with whom was saying that the TIMESTAMP data type contains indeed informations about day,
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month and year, and in the answer is never stated that they are the only ones present. So as it\\'s put, it\\'s definitely
right. 

https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/NLSPG/ch4datetime.htm#GUID-CD2954CE-45E2-4938-A599CCB96879510F 

 

QUESTION 5

Which four statements are true regarding primary and foreign key constraints and the effect they can have on table
data? (Choose four.) 

A. A table can have only one primary key but multiple foreign keys 

B. A table can have only one primary key and one foreign key 

C. The foreign key columns and parent table primary key columns must have the same names 

D. It is possible for child rows that have a foreign key to remain in the child table at the time the parent row is deleted 

E. It is possible for child rows that have a foreign key to be deleted automatically from the child table at the time the
parent row is deleted 

F. Only the primary key can be defined at the column and table level 

G. Primary key and foreign key constraints can be defined at both the column and table level 

Correct Answer: ADEG 

A. A table can have only one primary key but multiple foreign keys --> For sure 

B. A table can have only one primary key and one foreign key --> There is no such restrictions 

C. The foreign key columns and parent table primary key columns must have the same names --> There is no such
restriction. 

D. It is possible for child rows that have a foreign key to remain in the child table at the time the parent row is deleted -->
Can be achieved by disabling the FK constraint and re enabling with no validate clause after performing delete on
parent table. 

E. It is possible for child rows that have a foreign key to be deleted automatically from the child table at the time the
parent row is deleted --> CASCADE option 

F. Only the primary key can be defined at the column and table level --> No such restrictions 

G. Primary key and foreign key constraints can be defined at both the column and table level --> True. 
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